Abstract: Though the modern study of Byzantine civilisation and history dates back to the late 19th century, the establishment of a definitive introductory textbook in the English language would be a slow process that would not culminate until the 1950's. Due in part to the enormous chronological termini of Byzantine History, and major primary sources in at least five different languages, the number of introductory works is much smaller than in other historical disciplines. As a result, Byzantine history textbooks are still very closely welded to two initial templates established in 1892 and 1925. This article will briefly examine the initial templates laid down by the early authors of Byzantine textbooks. Following the examination of these templates, we will move chronologically through some of the main publications of the long 20th century, concluding in the present day, gauging the impact of these works through scholarly reaction and publication information.
through scholarly reaction and publication information. While not meant to be exhaustive, this brief article should allow the reader to gain an understanding of the general situation with English language one-volume Byzantine History textbooks.
2 For the purposes of this article, our chronological framework will begin in 1892 and run through to the present-day.
PRIMARY TEMPLATES
Even though over one hundred and twenty-five years has passed since the publication of the first English language Byzantine History textbook, works today are still primarily organised around the same templates established in 1892 and 1926 respectively. The first one-volume handbook, appearing in 1892, was that of Charles William Chadwick Oman, published initially in the Story of the Nations series. 3 Though primarily famous as a military historian, Oman was conversant in the majority of the Latin and Greek sources for the Byzantine Empire, basing his work on a clear and sympathetic reading of the texts. In: terms of organisation, Oman chose what we would call the chronological narrative approach to Byzantine History. After briefly looking at the founding of Byzantium during the 1 st millennium B.C., Oman begins his history with the refoundation of Byzantium as Constantinople by Constantine I in AD 324, and from there he moves chronologically forward in time until the fall of Constantinople in AD 1453. Oman covers all the main events of Imperial history through short narrative chapters, which primarily covered seventy to one hundred years at a stretch. Reflecting the available sources, and possibly the popular interests of the time, the greatest focus is on the reign of Justinian I, followed by the reign of Heraclius and the rise of Islam. 4 While it concisely covers the entire history of the Byzantine Empire, the chronological narrative employed by Oman has a disadvantage in that, by necessity, it places a prime focus on political and military history of the major emperors and dynasties. In: spite of being interwoven into the narrative as best as possible, administrative, cultural, economic, religious, and social history receive shorter to little coverage. A popular work Oman's The Byzantine Empire would be reprinted by publishers in the United Kingdom and the United States at least nine times up through the 1920's, and would only be superseded as a one volume narrative handbook with the publication of the first edition of A. A. Vasiliev's History of the Byzantine Empire. VASILIEV 1928 -1929 6 BAYNES 1925 at University College of London and his book reflected his approach to teaching. In:stead of a chronological narrative Baynes employed a thematic approach to Byzantine History, focusing on topics such as social life, the Orthodox Church, administration, Byzantine military and others. In:deed, a chronological narrative or a focus on political events is almost completely absent from the book, apart from an exceedingly brief chapter entitled "A List of the Byzantine Emperors" which introduced the main dynastic periods and listed the emperors. In: addition, unlike later thematic studies, Baynes only took his coverage up to the Fourth Crusade in 1204. Students with an interest in the later Byzantine Empire or the Palaeologian dynasty would have to look elsewhere. Unlike Oman's work, Baynes also included a short annotated bibliography as an aid to students looking to further their reading on the thematic topics. The popularity and high use of Baynes' In terms of breadth of coverage Vasiliev's work was a much more scholarly text than Oman's, longer and considerably more detailed, with primary and secondary sources cited in footnotes, and an almost frightening long bibliography reflecting the sheer depth of Vasiliev's knowledge. Almost a quarter of a century after his first edition Vasiliev, with the assistance of his former student Peter Charanis, revised his work for a second American edition. Based on previous revisions for the French translation, this second edition featured some revisions based on new publications and updated bibliographical references. The available critical reviews of both first and second editions, though each with varying disagreements on detail, praise the wide coverage and the usefulness to students. Though somewhat dated in places, and later overshadowed by George Ostrogorsky's History of the Byzantine State, it is still one of the most complete history of the Byzantine Empire available. The second published edition has been continuously in print since 1952 and has recently been reprinted once again, this time in digital format.
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Complementing Norman H. Baynes thematic approach is Sir Steven Runciman's Byzantine Civilisation, published in 1933 by E. Arnold.
11 Most famous for his three-volume history of the Crusades, Runciman was the only Byzantinist trained by J. B. Bury, and published widely throughout his long life on a variety of topics in Byzantine History. Though working on a slightly longer canvas, Runciman adapted the basic features of the thematic approach used by Baynes. Beginning with two short grounding chapters, on the foundation of Constantinople and a Historical Outline, Runciman then proceeds thematically through Byzantine history concluding with a look at 'Byzantium and the Neighbouring World.' Byzantine Civilisation met with somewhat mixed review from scholars. Though most praised the readable prose and considerable knowledge that went into the work, frustrations with the citations and bibliography reoccur.
12 Though not as successful as Baynes Byzantine Empire, Runciman's Byzantine Civilisation would be reprinted, though never revised, six times between 1948-1975. 13 In terms of the short thematic survey, despite Sir Steven Runciman's Byzantine Civilisation, Norman H. Baynes The Byzantine Empire would remain the main one-authored work until the 1957 publication of Joan M. Hussey's The Byzantine World.
14 Hussey, a student of Baynes, taught for many years as a professor at University College of London and The Byzantine World reflected her students need for an up-to-date short survey of Byzantine history and society. RUNCIMAN 1933 12 In particular see Norman H. Baynes review, in BAYNES 1933 331-334 , which has three pages worth of corrections; see also Georgina Buckler's review in The Classical Review, BUCKLER 1933 198-199 . 13 Runciman would later publish what one could call a companion volume, somewhat confusingly titled Byzantine Style and Civilization, focusing on the art history of the Byzantine Empire. See (RUNCIMAN 1975 Hussey took the strengths of Baynes Byzantine Empire, its thematic coverage of the Byzantine world, and corrected its weaknesses, namely the lack of chronological and political history. Four sections provide the political and military history of the empire, with some of the administrative changes taking place woven in as well, while the seven remaining sections provided thematic coverage to aspects of the Byzantine world. Met with favourable reviews, The Byzantine World would be published in hardcover and paperback formats in both the United Kingdom and the United States and have a run of four editions. The second edition of 1961, the first published in the United States, is still available in a hardcover reprint version from Greenwood Press. 16 While some of the perspectives have shifted since Hussey last revised The Byzantine World in 1970, her work still provides students an accessible introduction to the Byzantine Empire and a launching point for more specific studies.
Probably 1961 199-201; BROWNING 1971 151-152; DOWNEY 1958 125-129; FLOROVSKY 1959 96-97; RUNCIMAN 1958 93-94; VRYONIS 1958 85-86. 20 BROWNING 1980 BROWNING 1992. offered a more unified synthesis of political and cultural history than Ostrogorsky. 27 Haldon, Savvides & Hendrickx, and Cameron returned to the thematic template first laid down by Norman H. Baynes with his Byzantine Empire in 1925, while Herrin's thematic approach is an unusual one, marrying chronological advance with a different theme for each chapter. While Haldon adapts the Baynes template, he does introduce some variation to chapters. In: particular in 'The peoples and lands of Byzantium' he carefully examines the ethnic distribution of the empire, along with a clear discussion of the importance of geography in understanding trade and military actions; while 'Life in town and countryside' provides a concise overview of research on urban and rural life. 28 Haldon aimed his short, but dense work at undergraduates and novice historians, and it was well received by reviewers at the time. 29 However, Haldon's Byzantium unfortunately lacks any substantial notes or a critical bibliography, and as reviewer James Howard-Johnston notes sometimes overly compresses the political history, making it somewhat problematic as a textbook. 30 Savvides & Hendrickx manual is a somewhat curious textbook. Written by a Greek and South African Byzantinists in English, yet published by a French publishing company, Introducing Byzantine History was not widely distributed upon its publication, making it is relatively hard to find for purchase. Savvides & Hendrickx aim their textbook directly at undergraduate students, eschewing the 'general reader,' and incorporate several features designed to facilitate further student research, such as a mammoth table of all extant Byzantine historical sources from the 4 th to the 16 th Centuries, and a thematically organised, well annotated Bibliography.
31 While hewing to the thematic template laid down by Baynes, there are some variations introduced. Of particular note is a welcome first chapter on 'Periods and Chronological Termini' in Byzantine History, which introduces students to the varied dating schema used by historians. 32 In addition, the unique chapter 'ByzantinoAfricana' not only examines Byzantine contacts with North Africa, but also with neighbouring tribes and states.
33 Despite being designed and directed towards entry-level students of Byzantine History, Introducing Byzantine History seems to have been almost completely overlooked in the Englishspeaking world. No critical book reviews of it could be found and only 9 libraries worldwide are listed in the WorldCat First Search database as having it in their collection. 34 Herrin's Byzantium has a different, and potentially confusing, thematic structure in which not only each chapter is located in chronological grouping, but the theme of each chapter is chronologically examined forward across the entire history of the empire. 35 Herrin was inspired to write Byzantium thanks to an inquiry as to 'what Byzantine history was' from two building maintenance workers. As such, though published by an academic press, it is an entirely popular work lacking any references, citations, or even a bibliography. Reviews of Herrin's Byzantium have been mixed, some reviews praise its organisation and 'accessibility,' while still others point out a serious number of errors.
36 Somewhat left out in the cold is Cameron's The Byzantines, which, as of this writing, has only one scholarly review despite being from a senior Byzantinist.
37 Unlike Herrin, Cameron sticks closely to the general template established by Baynes, with some variations, such as the opening chapter 'What was Byzantium?' examining differing questions on aspects of Byzantium. Clearly and sympathetically written, The Byzantines is the only one of these thematic works to have a significant critical bibliography or extensive endnotes. However, despite Cameron's stature in Byzantine Studies, this work seems to have slipped under the radar of university professors.
The scholar who has best filled the entry-level undergraduate survey need is Timothy So, what can be gathered from this review of publications? As we have seen, even in modern-day publications, much of the template used by Byzantinists when writing entry-level textbooks on Byzantine history tend to hew towards either: the chronological narrative established by Charles W. C. Oman, or to the thematic approach established by Norman H. Baynes. The only innovation in these templates came with Warren Treadgold's adaption of a combined narrative/thematic approach. While Treadgold's template offers new possibilities of combining chapters on traditional political/military history with chapters on social/cultural history, no other author to date has used this approach. In: addition, despite the importance of a general survey of Byzantine history, no one other than Treadgold has attempted to write an in-depth one-volume work since the 2 nd edition of Ostrogorsky's History of the Byzantine State appeared in 1968. Likewise, while Timothy E. Gregory's History of Byzantium has seems to have filled the need for an entry-level textbook, no other work really exists that meets the needs of professors and their students. This raises the question -in today's climate of historical specialisation is it truly possible to have a general survey of Byzantine History? Or is the best move for our discipline to shift towards shorter period based introductions, centred on the Early, Middle, and Late Byzantine periods? At present time, the future remains unclear.
APPENDIX: CHRONOLOGICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BYZANTINE HISTORY HANDBOOK/TEXTBOOKS
Charles W. C. Oman. The Byzantine Empire. London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1892 . Reprinted: 1895 , 1897 , 1898 , 1901 , 1902 , 1908 , 1914 , 1915 , and 1922 London: Oxford University Press, 1925 . Reprinted: 1946 , 1949 , 1952 , 1958 , 1962 London: Thornton Butterworth, 1925.; London: Williams & Norgate, 1925; New York: Henry Holt & Co., 1926 , 39 STATHAKOPOULOS 2006 217 and TREADGOLD 2006 2006 193-195 , who wishes Gregory had 'been engaged in the production of a book of boxes' after noting that the inset box of the textbook was its strongest feature.
Inter-Library Loan Department. Without their assistance in procuring books (some quite hard to find) and articles this work would not have been possible.
